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EXPLORATION AT LAVA BEDS
See Lava Beds Reports, pages 4-15
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CRF Fundraiser
Dear CRF Members ,
In less than 400 days, cavers and cave scientists from around the globe will be meeting at
Schreiner University in Kerrville, Texas, for the
15th International Congress of Speleology. The
Congress, hosted in 2009 by the National Speleological Society , is a quadrennial event that
brings the world's speleologists together for a
week of symposia , excursions, social events ,
and many other artistic, recreational, and technologic activities. Pre- and post- Congress excursions will tr a verse the continent, visiting
karst regions from the Tongass to the Yucatan
and beyond. The goals and aims of the Union
Internationale de Speleologie(UIS) encourage
interaction between speleologists of all nations
a nd backgrounds, so as to further the study of
all aspects of speleology. As a national organization, CRF has pursued that same path , building connections between cavers, scientists, and
our nation's karst resource managers .
As with any international scientific conference , there are many people working diligently,
even today, to ensure that next year's event
goes smoothly . And this event does not run on
labor alone . There are significant financial outlays involved in such an effort.
The ICS2009 committee has offered sponsorship opportunities for allied groups and organizations . Seeing the opportunity to support the
ICS2009 effort , the CRF board has authorized a
donation of $1000 to be made to the ICS2009
committee . The $1000 is to be raised through
individual don a tions by CRF members . If you
would like to a ssist with this effort , plea s e send
your donation to:
CRF Treasurer , Bob Hoke , 6304 Kaybro Street,
Laurel, MD 20707.
Please identify the donation as being for
"ICS2009 ". To learn more about the 15th Congress, please visit www . ics2009 . us
Thank you!
John Lovaas

Cover Photos
Top : Ed Bobrow at the entrance to cave C-170
in Modoc National Forest adjacent to Lav a
Beds . Someone unknown today went to a lot of
work to build thi s dry masonry fireplace a nd
chimney at the entrance of the cave, most probably in the early 1900's . Photo by Bruce Rogers .
B o ttom: Jim Wolff looks a bit perplexed in the
Wa bbit section of Sentinel Cave , Lava Beds , as
he sets a station up into the smaller passages.
Photo by Heather McDonald and Matt Leissring.
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The William L. Wilson Scholarship in Karst Science
Administered by the Karst Waters Institute
www.karstwaters.org
The William L. Wilson Scholarship in Karst Science was established in 2002 to recognize the
significant karst science contributions of the late William (Bill) L. Wilson. Bill Wilson used a
variety of techniques, and unusual creativity, to tackle some of the most difficult karst science
questions in Florida and elsewhere. He developed the leading karst consulting company in the
United States, Subsurface Evaluations, Incorporated. To stimulate the development of new,
energetic, motivated, and creative karst scientists, and to remember the person of Bill Wilson and
his dedication to karst science, the scholarship has been established in his memory. The value of
the scholarship as a one-time award is $1,000.
To apply for the William L. Wilson Scholarship, the following conditions exist:
1) The applicant must be currently enrolled in, or have been accepted into, a masters degree
program at an institution of higher education in the United States. PhD students are not eligible.
2) A written proposal of the planned karst study must be submitted. It is limited to 1000 words or
less for the narrative, not counting figure captions and references. The research topic should be
one concerning karst science, from the field of geochemistry, geology or hydrology. A very
simple budget indicating how the funds would be used should also be included (it does not
count in the 1000 word limit). Applicants are requested to not recycle master's thesis proposals
as applications.
3) Academic transcripts of undergraduate, and any graduate work, should be submitted. Copies
issued to the student by their institution are preferred.
4) Two letters of recommendation, with one of them from the student's advisor or mentor, should
be submitted. It is requested that these letters be submitted as e-mails by the letter writers.
5) Applications are due by February 16,2009. They should be submitted electronically as a single
pdf file (application, transcripts, etc.) to:
Dr. John E. Mylroie
Department of Geosciences
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, MS 39762

Questions regarding the scholarship should be addressed to Dr. Mylroie.
Applicants will be notified in early March of the decision of the Scholarship Committee.
Publications derived from supported research should acknowledge the Karst Waters Institute and
the William L. Wilson Scholarship.
For more information, go to: http://karstwaters.org/scholarship/
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IREGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS I
CRF Lava Beds Expedition, Memorial Day Weekend, May 22-30, 2008
By: Mark Hasbrouck
(with ghost-written notes by Bruce Rogers, Lava Beds CRF Co-Operations Manager)
I had been planning on getting back to " The
Beds" since the last expedition had been canceled due to bad weather and lack of facilities.
It 's one of my favorite places to visit and cave .
On this trip, I was able to get my brother Glenn
to carpool on up and go caving . The large CRF
crew included Pat Helton , Bruce Rogers , Liz
and Jim Wolff, Celeste Yang, Mary Rose , Brian
" Beej" Hall , Ed Bobrow, Bill and Judy Broeckel , Peri Frantz, Shane Fryer (NPS LaBe), Cyndi
Walck, Jason Mateljak (NPS LaBe), Brad Phillips (NPS Oakland Regional Office), Rich Steiger , and Bill Devereaux . In all , it was a goodsized group of fairly hard-core Lava Beds
cavers .
Pat Helton , Rich Steiger, and Bruce Rogers
had driven up on Thursday, May 22 . They
found Frank Lospalluto and Jherime Kellerman ,
two ornithologists from the Klamath Basin Bird
Observatory in residence , and, after a quiet
night, these gentlemen left incredibly early the
next morning for their extended fieldwork .
Ever watchful , however, they found another
cave out in the Wilderness area and returned a
few days later with a sketch map of its location
for us. After arising earl y on Friday, the CRF

trio began rearranging the furniture back from
where the maintenance crew had left it after replacing most of the leaking fire sprinklers . Ed
Bobrow arrived in early afternoon and assisted .
Pat and Bruce talked w ith NPS staff Terry Harris , Interp . Division Manager, Shane Fryer,
Cave Specialist, and Dave Hays, GIS guru ,
about contributing to the Interp task in the
Monument by developing and providing handouts for several of the more popular caves, as
well as other topics.
[That night it snowed ... ]
Glenn and I drove up the Sacramento Valley
Friday afternoon and arrived in the early evening. It's a pretty, five to six hour drive from
the greater Sacramento area, depending on meal
and photo stops. By mid-day the snow had
largely melted as Bruce, Pat and Rich returned
from their discussions with the new Superintendent , Dave Kruse , about the CRF-NPS Partnership. We noted that Liz and Jim Wolff were
already there , having blown in under lowering
skies and low 30's temperatures . As Glenn and
I had arrived early, we were able to get use of
one of the bedrooms. Real beds on a caving
trip; only at Lava Beds! As the evening wore

Left: Brian "Beej" Hall standing in the 'free running, press fit" entrance to Boob Cave in the Lava Beds wilderness. Discovered nearly a decade ago when Beej was a visiting college student, it is an excellent example of a surface tube-blister
cave. The cave 's small entrance is typical of many of the backcountry caves in the Monum ent. A sketch map was made using
a 50 fo ot tape, "El Cheapo " compass, and ball point pen on Best Western Hotel note pad in anticipation of a better survey in
the future. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
Right: Heppe Ice Cave has had its large ice pond disappear and reappear several times this last century. Originally used as
a water source by the Heppes, local sheepherders, it dried up in the 1930 's(?) , driving out the Heppes. The pond remains a
very major water source f or all kinds of animals, including bats, in the upland part of the Monument. Enjoy ing the frozen
"fly ing saucer " bubbles in the ice and reflection of the Upper Entrance to the cave (centered in the pond's surface) are
(clockwise from left) Marc Hasbrouck 's right side, Rich Steiger, Ed Bobrow (with striped meter stick), unidentified woman
from the Sacramento Bee newspaper group, and Bill Devereaux atfar right. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
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on, Peri, then Mary and Celeste arrived. Others
would be arriving Saturday.
Saturday morning, it was time to go caving.
Well, after a slight catastrophe . The plumbing
suddenly blocked up, leaving Rich swabbing the
deck in fine Navy style, Brad bailing for all he
was worth, Pat constructing temporary levees of
paper towels, and everyone else praying for a
miracle. At length nearly half the Maintenance
staff was recalled from their day off fishing
trips and the problem , a too deeply inserted adjacent trailer soil line, fixed . Pat and Bruce
then waved goodbye to the troops and returned
to small mountains of paperwork . Bruce, however, did manage to quietly slip out for a few
hours surveying in Merrill Ice Cave .
Since Bill and Judy Broeckel needed companions for their work in adjoining Modoc National Forest , Glenn and I were put on separate
survey teams. There was a large crew, and we
were able to set up multiple survey teams. I was
with Liz, Mary, and Celeste. We were assigned
the breakdown connection between Balcony
Chamber and adjoining Mitertyte Hall Caves.
There were known , terribly tight and jagged
passages in the breakdown, but could we survey
them? [Since Rogers had connected these passages nearly a decade ago, there was some mirth
about the connection being too tight for normalsized cavers . . . J As it turned out, we could with
some serious bending of bodies (and perhaps a
few rules of physics) we were able to survey

some mighty tight passage . Celeste , in particular , was singled out as a person who can survey
ups ide-down in a tiny, jagged, shift ing lava
breakdown pile. After the obvious connection,
Liz led us to another jagged, but stable passage
on the opposite side of the collapse sink where
we were able to survey yet another connection.
J.D . Howard, the "Father" of the Lava Beds,
had mapped a mysterious room--the Water
Chamber--in 1927, but only a very few had visited it since . A small-sized crew entered it as
well as adjacent passages in Thunderbolt Cave
and a possible connection passage was found ,
but nearly sub-human cavers will be needed to
pass between these passages. This crew then
went to Sentinel Cave and looked into starting
the re-survey of this major lava tube .
Meanwhile, Bill and Judy Broeckel led
Glenn out into the abutting Modoc National Forest to survey and GPS locate Twin Pillars and
Spanish Eyes Caves, both more than several
hundred feet long . These surveys add to the
slowly mounting corpus of lava tubes in the adjoining Forest land that are genetically related
to those in the Monument. Since Bill is hampered because of a lack of close-by cavers, this
day was especially useful in getting his Ops
Area a bit further ahead and, as always, the
LaBe Ops Area assists him whenever we can.
[That morning, Cyndie Walk , Shane Fryer,
Ed Bobrow, Brad Phillips, and Jason Mateljak
headed out into the wilderness area to continue

Left: Bill Devereaux (stretching up to reference pin in wall) measures the loss of ice in Frozen River Cave; Ed Bobrow holds
the lower end on the ice surface. The pin was originally installed when the ice floor was about a meter below the pin's location. Many of the ice caves in the monument have lost ice, some now being high and dry. Photo by Ed Bobrow.
Center: One of Bill Devereaux's projects is keeping track of ice levels in nearly a dozen caves in the monument. Frozen River
Cave was discovered by Judd D. Howard, "Father of the Lava Beds, " in 1918. JD was very proud of his work in the "Modoc
Lava Beds, " naming many caves and their features. This is his sign in Frozen River Cave that allowed modern cavers to
positively identify this cave out of the nearly 750 caves now known in the Monument. Photo by Ed Bobrow.
Right: Celeste Yang shows exemplary sty le while starting to survey the Balcony Chamber to Mitertyte Cave connection.
Photo by Marc Hasbrouck.
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the Mahogany Cave survey. After many thrilling aa-floored crawls, the end of the cave was
pushed to a tiny room with a sub-human crack
heading back towards the entrance and , to quote
Cyndie's notes, a mud and "rat poop" floor. A
good time was had by all and, more importantly,
the several hundreds of feet of cave survey finished off.]
Dinner that night was a potluck affair. Food
was plentiful and good and a small dent was
made in the wine cellar. After dinner, Dave
Larson, Resource Manager of Lava Beds, Shane
Fryer (their cave specialist) , and Jason Mateljak
(Resource Ranger) gave a presentation on the
nascent Cave Management Plan and took questions. The NPS folks were overwhelmed by the
volume of responses we gave them, staying
nearly twice as long as Dave had thought adequate for their presentation and question period.
Well, when you love something, you want it
well taken care of. After discussing plans for
the following day (Bruce was muttering something about evil plans), we turned in.
Sunday, I went south up the mountain with
Bill B ., Judy , Mary and Celeste to a cave outside the park, called Ledge Cave. On the hike
off the road, someone smelled smoke and spotted a plume. We hiked over to see if there was
an illegal campfire and found a burning stump.
There were no religious experiences as the juniper stump was being consumed and, although it
was a nice bonfire, it needed to be put out. So ,
Bill called the Modoc National Forest Service
fire dispatch. They eventually arrived and put
out the fire . Shortly after they had arrived, we
were able to go to the cave and survey . This
cave is one of about 150 caves Bill has found in
the National Forest lands adjacent to Lava Beds
and is trying to map. He frequently works solo
on these surveys and could use any help he can

Using the most up-to-date methods, Liz Wolff outlines progress in mapping Mitertyte Cave to Brian "Bee) " Hall using
the ve,y best textured paper napkin and wedge-tip, day-glo
green f elt tip pen. Photo by Bruce Rogers.

get to speed things up . As for the cave, it was
small (several hundred feet long) with some
seasonal ice at the bottom . It has at least two,
maybe three, levels and was easy to survey.
Mary practiced sketching and I practiced keeping book.
Concurrently, Liz Wolff led Jim, Rich,
Celeste, and Ed up to Bypass Cave on a tour of
this newly re-discovered cave. Liz then taught
a book keeping and sketching class in the large,
breakdown-filled passages in adjacent Sentinel
Cave . Beej arrived and joined the group, taking
photos for the Cave Inventory notebook . A visit
to Maze Cave and an unnamed surface tube at
roadside completed the field day.
Everyone returned to another potluck at the
research center. This was BBQ night and included multiple desserts. We had a reporter
from the Sacramento Bee, his family, and several friends join us for dinner. Bill Devereaux
was going to take them on a trip to some ice
caves on Monday . A lot of discussion and general cave chatting ensued . Finally we turned
in, as Monday was to be the last day of the trip
for most of the folks.
Monday, I joined up with the reporter's tour .
We visited Heppe Cave and looked at the ice
floor. It had about 6" of standing water on the
ice floor, typical for seasonal melt. This had
occurred ill only a few weeks of cool, damp
weather. After touring this cave, Bill and the
reporter left the main group to do an interview
about caves, ice, and climate change. I came
along as the third on this part of the trip, as we
were inside a cave at the time .
As the Heppe Caves group toured these several caves, another group led by Bill Broeckel
led Judy and Jim Wolff into Coronary Cave,
then completed the Bypass Cave survey started
the preceding day by Liz's group .
At the end of Monday, it had started raining .
This did not bode well for Glenn and my plans .
Tuesday morning it was st ill showery . We Ie ft
about noon and headed north . We had planned
to visit a few volcanoes and lava tubes in southern Oregon. We stopped at the Klamath Wildlife Refuge just to the north of Lava Beds and
picked up the weather report: 50% chance of
thunder showers in Bend (the site of the 1982
NSS Convention) through the rest of the week.
Well, we bailed and turned south. It did not
stop threatening to rain until we reached the
Sacramento Valley , so we came back to Sacramento early .
[Bruce continues:] On Tuesday, May 27 , Pat
and Bruce continued with their paper chase
while Rich , Beej, and Brad went to photograph
features in Indian Well Cave . After lunch , Beej
and Bruce hiked out to check the gated upstream
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entrance of Post Office Cave, one of the larger
and more sporting caves in the Monument. The
CRF contingent informally checks this gate for
attempts at illegal entry to this closed cave as
often as we can for the NPS staff. After determining that the upper gate was locked and intact, they proceeded to Boob Cave, a short surface tube , and made a quick recon card sketch
map . Then they found yet another cave nearby,
but ran out of time, leaving exploration for another day .
Late afternoon saw the arrival of Barbara
Butler of the NPS Regional Office . The entire
crew then reassembled and took a few hours to
familiarize Barbara with popular Sentinel Cave .
During the following hearty and lengthy dinner,
Chad Moore (NPS Zion N.P.) arrived with NPS
Volunteer James from North Carolina. They
spent the next several days attempting to deal
with the Dark Skies element of Park baseline
surveys, but the total cloud cover and intermittent rain showers unfortunately defeated their
efforts.
On Wednesday, May 28, Beej, Pat, Rich, and
Bruce proceeded to Skull Cave for more photographs for both the Cave Inventory notebook
and for a planned visitor leaflet to be generated
with the Interp crew. The quick trip in and out
somehow lengthened into nearly three hours as
the crew visited several ice-floored passages
well off the tourist route. Following this adventure, the crew set off in drizzle for Merrill Ice
Cave to check on the melting ice floor . The ice

floor is almost totally melted away, leaving
only two narrow ice-filled fissures along one
wall (read all about the disappearing ice floor in
the August 2007 issue of the JCKS, v . 69, no .
2) . Note was made of more historic debris (ca.
1950's) that was melting out of these remnants.
The upstream "ice river" had melted to a few
remnant pockets and large ice stalagmites, a far
cry from its former year-round ice floor several
hundred feet long .
Thursday was spent in some paperwork, but
a yearning to get wet and cold called the crew
out into near-freezing drizzle. A preliminary
recon along the northwestern margin of the
Monument found many small shelters in the
older, up-faulted lavas of Gillems Bluff, the
scarp marking the western edge of the Great Basin . A follow-up visit to a Modoc village site
near known lava tubes capped the miserable day
as Beej left for home in lowering skies and
more rain. That evening Rich, Pat, and Bruce
entertained Chief Ranger/Interp. Div. Manager
Terry Harris and Interp Ranger Amy Poff at dinner and beverages, discussing many weighty
subjects concerning CRF -NPS partnership.
Friday, May 30, Bruce took Amy to Sunshine Cave to describe the features to enhance
her NPS cave tour in a few days hence while Pat
and Rich finished packing and cleaning the RC.
As these last remnants of the CRF group left,
the skies cleared, the temperatures rose nearly
30 degrees, and the rain, snow, and wind died
off ... it figures.

CRF Lava Beds Expedition, July Fourth, July 3-11, 2008
Expedition Leaders: Pat Helton and Bruce Rogers
Thursday, July 3:
Rich Steiger, Pat Helton, and Bruce Rogers
drove north from the San Francisco Bay Area.
Arriving at the Research Center at about 10 PM,
they found Tonya and Samantha "Sam" Vanover,
Tonya doing field-work on her Masters at Western Washington University. Bill Devereaux had
met her the week before and immediately signed
her up as a CRF JV . Marc Hasbrouck and Matt
Tidwell from Sacramento had arrived somewhat
earlier in the evening and moved into the West
Lab . Brian "Beef' Hall and Brad Philips arrived quietly at about 3 AM from Berkeley after
Beej texted at nearly midnight: "In Redding don ' t wait up ."
Friday, July 4th:
Liz and Jim Wolff arrived at about 9 AM.
After introductions and an innovatively structured safety lecture by Bruce Rogers, Liz Wolff
led Rich Steiger (minus kneepads), Jim Wolff

(with free-form cave feature inventory sheet),
and Brad Phillips out to Cave L-720 on Cave
Loop. Tonya and daughter Sam went out to
study more lichens in several Cave Loop caves.
Meanwhile, Liz's survey party finished off their
work in L-720 remaining from the Memorial
Day Expedition and then also ran a surface survey to a nearby newly re-discovered cave. Beej,
Marc, and Matt proceeded to Cave L-420, then
to two other Garden Bridges caves for photos of
features . Later in the afternoon, Liz, Brad, Jim,
and Rich visited Cave L-700 where Brad found
yet another apparently "new" cave that extended
over 50 feet in either direction from the entrance. He planned to return later this trip to
complete a Recon Card .
As a surprise, Ms. Shannon Mathey and
Sarah Jones from UC Santa Barbara (and the
Lilburn Cave SeKi Ops Area) arrived at about
11 AM after touring the front of Valentine Cave
with fading flashlights. Sarah had never been to
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the Monument and Shannon only once during
the 2007 Speleo-Ed. After lunch with the Lichen crew and Pat and Bruce, they assembled
their gear and toured the upper level of Sentinel
Cave with Pat and Bruce as guides. The young
women had decided to visit the Monument, having the day free from a holiday weekend Star
Camp meeting at the community of Adin with a
large astronomy group. Despite an invite to stay
for dinner, they reluctantly left at about 3 PM in
time to make their BBQ dinner awaiting them .. .
but managed to nearly run out of gas on the way
back to their Star Camp and show up too late for
dinner after all. The CRF dinner was BBQ with
enough food to feed a USMC Platoon.

Saturday, July 5:
After an "organizational" breakfast, the entire crew drove up the volcano's slopes toward
the Upper Caldwell Loop. After walking in the
Caldwell area for some time, the crew was unable to find C-260, C-265, and C-240 caves they
were to survey; the party paused in the shade
near cave C-230, then continued looking in the
wrong direction . Two hours later (and just
short of where these caves are actually located),
the party decided they were in the wrong area.
At that point, Brad then found a small collapsed

cave entrance near a large lobe of the 11,200
year-old Valentine Flow. Liz, Bruce, and Brad
jumped into the small cave and did a quick survey. The cave was a single-shot affair 37.2 ft.
long and about 11 ft. deep with an undisturbed
ponderosa pine cone lower floor. Pumice and
moss covered the balance of the floor. The
party noted a lava bathtub ring about 6 feet off
the floor that smoothed the somewhat jagged
lower walls. Also noticed were several rafted
blocks along the upper reach of the cave and a
pair of lava balls flanking a short lava falls
leading the pinecone graveyard carpeting the
lower end of the cave, which, itself, is plugged
with pumice.
The party reformed and again a skirmish line
headed uphill looking (again in the wrong direction) for the phantom caves . The party quickly
disintegrated into wandering souls, reforming
somewhat at L-230. Eventually arriving back
near the cars, several people went over to the
shade of several ponderosa pines and quickly
found C-170 and C-175 caves. These little Modoc National Forest caves were explored during
a lunch break on an anthill. Both caves had
fireplaces of good construction; the fireplace in
175 also had a pile of 1930's firewood of initial
side cuts off milled logs. Extensive reaches of

Left: A large partly collapsed bench spans the entrance to C-415. Pat Helton (foreground) watches as Marc Hasbrouck traverses a narrow ledge in the lower canyon passage of the cave. Formerly, permanent ice deposits were found in this cave, but
now only modest amounts of seasonal ice are present in the lower part of the cave, hence its name. Note the green algae and
lichen covering on the natural breakdown bridge just within the cave's entrance. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
Center: Pat Helton leads Shannon Mathey (middle) and Sarah Jones (nearest to camera) down the main passage in Sentinel
Cave. Note the multiple linings and narrow benches along the passage wall, evidence of later lavajlows down the tube after
it initially formed. Also note the pahoehoe ropy jloor and collapsed tube-in-tube to the women's left. Copious amounts of
dust covering the cavejloor and lower walls, a legacy of the CCC trailfill that will be removed in the near future as part of
the restoration of this popular cave. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
Right : Co-Ops Manager Pat Helton tried to cell phone in a pizza order for lunch at Cave C-230, but afew pesky volcanoes
and aforest got ill the way. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
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corallo ids and short lava stalactites, two huge,
Merrimans woodrat nests, plus a seasonal
stream course were also present. A large sieved
spoils pile from a Forest Service archaeological
dig was also noted in front of C-170 .
Momentarily returning to the cars, the group
then toured C-4lS, C-41 0, and C-420 . A large
party of local folks was intercepted at C-41S .
As they climbed out of the large collapse trench
we heard their Senior Member talking about the
local caves with some knowledge . Beej followed
them to C-420 to GPS the entrance . He returned
shortly , asking Pat & Bruce if they knew Steve
Barrows (which they didn't) or if the phrase
Spelunking Unlimited was of interest. At that
phrase, the three took off like a bolt out of the
blue through the brush and caught up with the
other party at the entrance of C-420 . Introductions were made and it turned out that the Grand
-dad Barrows of Klamath Falls was one of three
surviving members of Spelunking Unlimited, a
local group of cavers from the late 1960 ' s to
early 1970' s. He knew of the C-420 connection
to C-41S , having fallen nearly 20 feet from the
upper part of the marginal traverse several decades ago; he more or less relegated caving to a
less prominent role in his life after that. We
exchanged addresses and will connect for interviews in the upcoming fall. Mr. Barrows also
made the group aware of a small rattlesnake just
under the ledges in the C-420 entrance; the CRF
crew passed on entering the cave.
After returning to C-4lS, the CRF crew explored to the back of the huge main passage,
taking many photographs and commenting on
the excellent job the Shasta Area Grotto did removing graffiti last fall. There was a fair
amount of remaining seasonal ice in the far

reaches of the cave, mostly as heavily melted
stalagmites and 1- to 2-foot-long columns and
draperies . A small ice floor was also present in
the lower part of the terminal room . As the
party left the cave, Bruce found a short section
of femur and a single tooth of deer size that was
heavily gnawed by rodents. As they prepared to
leave, a l-mm-diameter by centimeter-long
white , troglobitic millipede ambled into view,
but attempts to get a photo were foiled by its
energetic ambling back under the breakdown.
Bruce also managed to lose his Nikon lens cap
down into the breakdown . He also noted quite a
bit of Cory (Townsends Big-eared Bat) guano on
the floor at about mid-cave in an area with a
very high, flat ceiling, unusual for a Cory roosting area.
The party then toured up the collapse trench,
noting the extremely large gas bubble molds in
the lava along the side of the trench. C-400 and
the several smaller grottos along the side of the
trench were looked into; Indian Rice Grass was
noted growing in front of the northernmost
grotto . This was of some interest as it usually
marks human activity in the immediate area by
Modoc Indians . The crew also noted a spoils
pile from another archaeological dig at the bottom of the C-41 0 as well as a ca . 1900 tobacco
tin . The large raptor nest was still present in
the entrance to this cave. Reassembling , some
of the party then toured C-ll6 and C-21S .
In the meantime, Tonya and Sam continued
their lichen studies at several caves along the
Merrill-Skull trench area . Eventually the group
returned to the RC for yet another large, Mexican theme dinner that saw everyone prone or
supine on the floor after multiple dishes and
desserts. Some excitement ensued after seeing

Left: A lunch inadvertently sited on an ant 's nest made moving on imperative. From left to right: Marc Hasbrouck, Pat
Helton, Liz Wolff (with clipboard), Ed Bobrow, Matt Tidwell, Rich Steiger (background) , Jim Wolff, and Brad Phillips
(exiting cave) enjoy a burst of energy after the lunch at cave C-175. Note the heavy brush, typical of much of the north slope
of Medicine Lake Volcano. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
Right: The unusual wall gas pocket in W-N cave resembles an aircraft carrier's fighter tie down stanchion on edge. Note the
coarse pumice covering the floor, remains of940 and 890 year-old eruptions further up Medicine Lake Volcano. Photo by
Bntce Rogers.
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yet another mobile home pulled into the closest
RV pad to the RC and park nearly on top of Ed
and Virginia's truck and tent. It turned out that
several young ladies were to base out of it for
their several weeks of volunteer work at the
Monument.

Sunday July 6:
After a group effort at cleaning up the RC,
Matt and Marc left for greater Sacramento at
about II AM . Beej and Brad pulled out shortly
thereafter, planning on stopping in Cave Loop
to finish out the Recon Card on Brad's newly
discovered cave . They also were to stop at L770 to photograph the lava ball and check on
the small, side fissure ice floor. Ed and Virginia left at about 2 PM. Bruce, Pat, and Rich
then spent the balance of the afternoon attempting to catch up on administrative duties deferred
all weekend .
Monday, July 7:
Rich, Pat, and Bruce were up fairly early
and spent the day dealing with administrative
stuff. They then went up to the Admin Building
and chatted with Jason Mateljak, Shane Fryer,
and Dave Larson. From these discussions it was
obvious that "someone" needed to go through
the flat file s contain ing a confu sed pile 0 f ca ve
maps in the NPS gear room. The CRF crew
found that someone had already started a protocol of sorts and the "collective we" decided to
refine and enlarge upon it, then returned to the
RC. They discussed among themselves what to
do with the flat files and also the suggestion
that CRF generate some sort of cave flyer for
the NPS to hand out to Monument visitors. Despite discussions that there was a brand new
CRF-generated Golden Dome and Hopkins
Chocolate Caves map for possible use, Bruce
decided that since Skull Cave was the most vis-

ited cave in the Monument and that should be
the initial target for making a handout. Working hard, by midnight he had ginned up a twosided mockup of Skull Cave, then all called it a
long day.

Tuesday, July 8:
The CRF three went up to the Administration Building after a morning discussion about
both the flat files and handout flyer, arriving at
noon . They spent 6.5 hours developing cave
map inventory protocols and going through the
first of four large file drawers - drawer A to F .
The crew nearly finished it before fatigue set in
and then returned to the RC after stopping to
see Terry Harris, Interpretive Division Manager,
for a moment.
Wednesday, July 9:
Pat, Rich, and Bruce got up rather early,
then escorted Tonya and Sam to M-340 where
Tonya held a short field course on lichens and
mosses . The entrance arch was a cornucopia of
species , Tonya estimating over 30 species possibly being present. The CRF crew then took a
short amble into the cave's upper level, speculating on the multiple berm and moat configuration of the breakdown and how it may have developed. They also noted several packrat
"freeways" of polished surface breakdown leading guano-strewn marking locations . The abundant corallo ids covering the walls and ceiling
were also noted and a large breakdown block
near the northern entrance arch area was inspected as it had a fairly thick (ca. I mm) covering of both silicate mineral flowstone and
crusts upon its upper side . The "collective we"
decided that this might be a good site for microdrilling samples for SHRMP U-series age dating
of "opal" by Dr. Kate Maher now at Stanford
University. Rogers then climbed along the

Left: An unnamed caver (whose initials are Liz Wolff) in C-170 mimics TV's Myth Buster's Jamie Hineman 's quote of " Well,
there's your problem .... " Okay, so it was a long day. Note the intact lavacicle ceiling above Liz.
Right: Each cave in Lava Beds and adjoining Modoc National Forest has a 2 inch-diameter bronze hub bearing the cave's
name and number cemented into the entrance area. Bill Devereaux and crew have emplaced hundreds of these markers so
CRF cavers and other can know which cave they have visited and/or worked in. Note the vesicular (gas bubbly) texture of the
Valentine Lava flow here. Photos by Bruce Rogers.
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north wall of the trench, relocating the climbout route that he, Bill Devereaux, and Rich
Steiger had cogitated upon last fall. He also
found a shallow fissure grotto along the north
wall near a "Kodak Moment" tree group leading
down out of sight. The lead goes steeply downward for at least 20 ft. , then bends under more
blocks . If it was to go, it might allow access to
an uncollapsed segment of the tube upstream
from the M-340 entrance. As Helton and Steiger
climbed out of the trench via the normal cliffhanger route, Rogers then re-Iocated the entrance of M-33 7 near the unexplored lead . The
three also located the two other entrances of the
little cave, then rambled back to the car in over
100 degree temperatures, taking time to tidy up
the trail markers. A general collapse was made
in the RC while Tonya and Sam spent a very
long day in the field not locating M-2S0 and M270 . They did, however, locate and sample
Symbol Bridge and , of course, M-340 .
Helton, Steiger , and Rogers then returned to
the Admin Bldg. and finished off the first file
drawer, then inspected the remaining three to
get an idea of the magnitude of the task remaining . A general retreat was made after many of
the NPS folks he aded out for several days at M710 . They were to conduct a three-evening-Iong
bat count, then prep the site for the following
Friday cvening visit by a bat biology class led
by Dr. Steven Cross and another BLM biologist ,
the class continuing through Saturday. Our task
was fin ished by about 6 : 3 0 PM after photocopying appropriate documents from the small CRF
file cache in the Admin Building . Terry Harris
and newly hired Protection Ranger Laura Bella-

salma visited for some time at dinnertime and
we held meaningful discussions on an assortment of topics germane to CRF work at Lava
Beds .
Thursday, July 10:
After a somewhat late start, the triple crew
returned to the Admin Building and started flat
file cave map drawer # 2 . The three finalized
listing and filing innumerable copies of cave
maps by 6:30 PM and returned to the RC after
more photocopying of assorted files and materials from the NPS and CRF files having to do
with Pat's cave names history project. Tonya
and Sam successfully managed to locate M-2S0
and M-270 despite marginal directions from
Rogers and, again, found a wealth of lichens in
their entrance areas. A phone call to Bill
Devereaux climaxed an already terribly exciting
evening .
Friday, July 11:
The crew arose early and commenced to
clean the RC with vim , vigor , and that green
cleaning stuff. The RC was cleared of gear and
the trio gone by mid-day , leaving peace and
quiet for Tonya and Sam for several hours until
the Bat Workshop people arrived and Bill
Devereaux blew in from Crater Lake National
Park that evening for a short work trip .
On the way home, Steiger , Helton , and
Rogers were privileged to assist buying dinner
for four rather tired fire engine companies from
the San Francisco Bay Area who were in transit
from fighting fires in the Bakersfield area of SE
California to more wild fires in northern California coast in Mendocino County.

CRF Lava Beds Expedition, Labor Day, August 28-September 5, 2008
By: Bruce Rogers, Matt Lessering, Heather McDonald, Rich Steiger, and Pat Helton
On August 17, lightning ignited a fire at
La v a Beds that burned for more than five days .
We watched conditions carefully, not knowing
if it would affect our CRF expedition there.
Fortunately, the hardworking fire crews were
able to control the fires within the week before
our trip . It burned S,800 acres of primarily
grassland in the Monument and another SOO
acres in the Wildli fe Refuge adjacent to the
Monument; those areas are still off-limits to
visitors until further notice . No structures were
burned , and all roads are now open to traffic .
Thursday, August 28:
Rich Steiger , Pat Helton, and Bruce Rogers
drove north to La v a Beds, arriving at about
dusk . They moved in and found "Butterfly People " Jim and Sue Anderson already inhabiting

the RC despite assurances from the NPS that we
would have the RC to ourselves . We moved in
quietly and called it a day.
Friday, August 29:
We arose and found the Andersons gone for
the day . We set up the RC before the Andersons
returned at about mid-day. After getting acquainted , we settled in to a short discussion until Ed and Virginia Bobrow, followed closely by
Bill Devereaux, arrived at about noon . Shortly
thereafter, Heather McDonald and Matt Leissring arrived with Liz and Jim Wolff hot on their
heels . At about I :00 PM, Bill and Ed chatted
with Shane Fryer, the NPS Cave Specialist for
the Monument, about GPS concerns and project
plans, then left to relocate a cave whose Recon
Card had been lost. Eventually the pair found it
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and was able to reconstruct the card to replace
the missing February 2005 original. The cave
was found to be well over 270 feet long .
Rich, Liz, Pat, and Bruce drove north to inspect the fire damage in the late afternoon, finding several potential cave entrances. However,
since the recently burned north boundary area of
the Monument was closed by the NPS ("If Terry
finds ashes on your shoes he just might clap you
in irons") only a little recon was completed . The
highlight (at least to geologists) was finding an
exposed fault surface of the Gillem Fault in a
large fanglomerate quarry just south of the
wildlife viewing area on the southern reaches of
Hill Road . Later Bryce Schroeder arrived and
eventually everyone assembled for an introduct ion and co urse conditions brie fing by Bruce. A
somewhat chaotic dinner session followed Marc
Hasbrouck and Eileen Belan's arrival. The RC
was calmed down by about 11 : 30 PM, and Beej
Jorgensen , Mary Rose, and Glenn Hasbrouck
arrived quietly during the night.

Saturday, August 30:
Amazingly, everyone was up and ready to go
before 9 AM . After a safety talk by Bill
Devereaux, the assembled crew managed to get
in the field by lOAM . Liz led a team comprised
of Marc, Ed, and Beej into the Upper Entrance
of Sentinel Cave. As they were setting stations
around the entrance collapse trench, Matt,

Heather, and Jim passed through the lines on
their way to the middle of the cave near the
Wabbit Entrance. Liz's crew spent a considerable amount of time recovering visitor trash
from obscure crevices and cracks that included
tossed beverage cans , bits and pieces of unidentifiable plastic, and a working "disposable"
camera (which will be developed and printed to
see what the cave visitors think is important to
view) . They also connected to the main survey
the five smaller tubes in the walls of the entrance collapse. A fairly large number of cave
visitors asked what the CRF crew was doing and
the crew's activities were explained in as much
detail as the visitors seemed comfortable with.
Bruce Rogers led Mary Rose, Bill
Devereaux, and Glenn Hasbrouck to the Lower
Entrance to Sentinel Cave after a quick chat
with Protection Rangers Terry Harris and Laura
Bellasalma. Several newer CRF JVs were instructed in cave mapping techniques as the work
progressed. A lethargetic Rocky Mountain Rubber Boa (Charina bottae utahensis) slowly
crawled across the trail, inspecting the crew's
methodology . Rich , Eileen, and Bryce joined
this party and continued surveying in excruciating detail until Glenn asked about the red sign
painted on the passage wall. All turned their
attention to the faded red paint sign. This historic artifact turned out to be another J.D. How-

Left: As part of our "other duties as assigned, " CRF regularly checks cave gates for the Monument. Post Office Cave is of
ten the target for gate vandals. Bruce Rogers found this gate dug open, so mitigated the breach with about a cubic yard of
sharp, spiny lava breakdown (foreground). Rich Steiger admires the gate itself. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
Center: Heather McDonald shows fine style surveying in the smaller passages in the Wabbit section of Sentinel Cave. Because of irregular magnetic disturbances in the lava, the survey crews often use a O.3-m-Iong wooden stick to set the compass
away from the lava surfaces and thus minimize the erroneous readings. Photo by Matt Leissring.
Right : MGlY Rose (I.) and Eileen Belan (rt.) finish up a profile of the main passage in Velcro-X Alley, a delightful little cave
with all the attributes of crawling in a Velcro-lined tube. Note the pumice andforest litter slope leading into the cave. Such
inwashed debris has nearly filled some caves. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
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ard sign. Painted in red, a faded "S E N T I" of
the word SENTINEL was visible as was the red
border. (Judd D. Howard was the "Father of the
Lava Beds" and painted names of many caves at
their entrances during the 1920's and 30's.)
Meanwhile, back in Sentinel Cave's Wabbit
section, Matt and Heather continued their survey in low passages. Their narrative continues
below:
Even though we have done a lot of cave survey, and published numerous maps, Heather and
I had never before participated in a large project such as a CRF mapping effort. So we decided it might be nice to join the crew up at
Lava Beds this weekend and see what the fuss
was about.
Our Mission For The Day was survey in Sentinel Cave, a rather popular cave on the Monument's main Cave Loop. Heather and I had
spent some time there last year and so were
quite familiar with the section we were assigned. Our task was to survey a low, sinuous
side passage above/off the main level. This
passage begins as a small hole in the wall,
enlarged into a nice walking passage, curved
away, then back toward and met the main passage again at a sixteen-foot drop. Across the
gap, the passage continues, winding around once
more to meet the main level again at a lower
drop off.
Normally Heather and I do survey as a pair,
but for today, we had more tasks to complete
than usual: cross sections were needed approximately every ten feet, a complete profile was
called for, as well as a geologic and biologic
inventory, and a photo of each station. This
was for an expanded version of the cave map
that would not only be used for cave manage-

ment, but also for a Monument visitor guide to
this cave. "Details, details, details!" was the
command from Bruce, so Jim Wolff, a veteran
of such tasks, ably assisted us.
The other groups headed off to the other two
entrances to begin working towards us, and we
set 0 ur first sho t toward the opening in the wall.
It took us a little time to get into a working routine of trading places or instruments, lining up
stations, and recording data. The main passage
continued getting larger and larger, and we
found a few lava tube features such a peeled linings, lava stalactites, and a single flying bat.
As we got to the top of the crossing, we noted
that it was almost four 0 'clock. Once inventory, profile, and sections were done , we were
able to leave the cave within a few minutes of
quitting time. We had completed about 190 feet
of highly detailed survey . (End.)
After Pat and Virginia Bobrow shooed everyone out of the RC, they managed to get a considerable amount of time set aside for dealing
with administration paper work and support of
the troops .
A full day of survey was done in conjunction
with a general cleaning of the cave, some trail
reconstruction within the cave, and just shy of
780 feet of passage recorded. Most of Matt and
Heather's team passage was smaller crawlway
and Groucho Passage, but finding an area of
such passage lacking names, they rose to the
occasion and added several Lagomorphian
names to the Lava Beds lexicon. Bruce's crew
also visited the outside of the Pit & Bridges Entrance to plumb the depth of this very interesting pit entrance that consists of a double pit
overlying a natural lava bridge over a single
flared pit down into the cave. The NPS had in-

Left: Some lava tubes are rather low. Brian "Bee}" Hall sights to the back of Cats Tongue Cave he discovered hours earlier.
Cavers within the cave found the roof was very thin, hearingfoot/alls of other cavers on the surface passing over the passages. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
Right: Although many lava tubes are more or less horizontal, where overlying passages intersect, such as this pair in Sentinel
Cave, one needs to be vertically competent or a good climber on loose rock. Matt Leissring ignores the 14joot drop to get a
good sketch. Photo by Heather McDonald.
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stalled a woven rebar grid over the entrance
nearly 15 years ago. The group noted that several bars had been deformed by impatient and
ignorant visitors unaware that the pumice-clad
slopes led to unexpectedly steep and finally
overhung slopes . Rich Steiger managed to bend
a twisted rebar back more or less into place to
remove the temptation of unauthorized entry by
unwary Monument visitors .
A full BBQ dinner, ending with fresh peach
pies and ice cream, was proffered to the assembled masses and most of the troops were quiet
by II PM.
Sunday, August 31:
The crew arose somewhat later than usual
and then Bill took Mary Rose , Glenn Hasbrouck,
Eileen Belan, and Bruce Rogers up to the upper
Caldwell Loop Road . Rich followed with Ed
and Bryce. With impeccable internal guidance,
Bill took us past Caldwell Ice Cave (the cave
being closed to protect the Townsends Big-eared
bat maternity colony) and on to Cave C-265 and
recorded cross sections and profile data. Rich,
Ed, and Bryce went to Cave C-260 to collect
similar information while Bill roamed over to
see the cave newly discovered on the July 4th
trip . The perquisite information was collected
and the party exited the cave in unruly fashion.
The other group at Cave C-260 started work
and, as Beej and Bryce worked adding cross
sections and a profile, Rich and Ed began detailing the entrance. Rich also noted that about
3 inches of pumice had apparently been washed
down on the entrance slope of the cave since the
first survey in November of 1999 . As the work

neared completion, an 18-inch-Iong rattlesnake
announced its presence about a meter from Rich.
Surveying was quickly completed and all hastily
exited the cave without further incident.
After the breathing returned to normal and
lunch was finished , the team moved on to Cave
C-240 under the guidance of Bill Devereaux.
After this elusive cave was found, Liz and Jim
Wolff wandered in through the woods and assisted the somewhat nervous crew to get started
again. As the work progressed, and to everyone's astonishment, Rich stood up very slowly
in this low cave, carefully turned, and as a reward for being so careful, a chunk of the ceiling
spontaneously fell on his hardhat. Though
small in dimension, it was large enough that
Rich was very glad to have had a helmet on. As
the rock gleefully bounced off his shoulder, he
observed two bats approaching from the end of
the cave . All agreed that it was time for the
survey party to leave the cave. As is standard
operating procedure at Lava Beds, the sighting
was later reported to the Park Resource Management staff. Thwarted once again by Madam
Pele, the survey effort was temporarily terminated and the crew returned to Cave C-265 in
time to greet the crew there finishing that work .
The entire crew then went to the new cave
discovered by Beej earlier that morning. It was
decided that Beej, Liz, and Bruce would map the
cave . The rest of the survey crew headed off to
Cave C-460 to familiarize themselves with its
features.
We now return to Matt Leissring and
Heather McDonald's monologue:

Left : This dedicated survey crew braves the sunlight to connect several cave location hubs in bright sunshine. The brightly
striped meter stick assists gaining altitude above the sagebrush and bunch grass, hazards not usually encountered within the
lava tubes. Left to right: Bruce Rogers (Co-Ops Manager), Liz Wolff (crack surveyor), Brian "Beej" Hall (crack new cave
findel). and Rich Steiger (Lava Beds Chief Cartographer) . Note our new "NPS Master Volunteer " shirts provided by the
MOl/ument! Photo by Pat Helton.
Right : CRF LaBe Chie/Cartographer Rich Steiger blesses a stadia rod while obtaining LRUDs in Sentinel Cave. MG/y Rose
(left), Glenn Hasbrouck (centel), and Eileen Belan (back right) just cany on recording data and don't seem too impressed.
Photo by Bruce Rogers.
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The next morning, the powers that be were
discussing options for the day. Most of the
group had expected to do some recon and survey
in the Caldwell area , but I let Bruce know that
Heather and I would be just as happy continuing
work in Sentinel Cave . This time our third partner was Marc Hasbrouck, who wanted to stay
near the Research Center since he was on cooking detail for dinner. We began where the previous day we had left off. Several times while
we worked we encountered curious tourists who
waylaid us with questions about our work.
There was a great deal more visitor traffic in
the cave than the day before .
After a lunch break we encountered large
numbers of tourists, including several people
who were openly drinking beer in the cave, who
seemed somewhat intimidated by the officiallooking people with the helmet lights, binders,
and radio. The actual work took only a few
minutes, and we spent some time collecting
trash and talking to people. Back at the center
we told Pat Helton about the situation and she
called the rangers, who sent someone to the
cave to investigate. Interesting radio traffic
ensued. Laura Bellasalma and Garrett Sarcinella, the Protection Rangers, entered the cave
from both exits, intent of making sure that these
visitors comply with Monument rules and regulations. Unfortunately the beverage-swilling
visitors managed to exit the cave before the two
Rangers were able to apprehend them . (End)
Again the crew returned , a bit later than anticipated, to the RC where an enormous Mexican
theme dinner was assembled . Meat and vegetarian burritos, enchiladas, chili rellenos, chips,
dips , Spanish rice, many side dishes, and both
pumpkin pie and brownies were on the menu.

Monday, September 1:
The troops arose early, with Beej and Bryce
visiting Sentinel Cave to clean up more trash.
Shortly thereafter, Bill led Eileen, Ed, Marc,
Heather, and Matt on a clean-up trip to Sunshine Cave, Battered Sherman Cave , and Sunshine Arch . The team then swung over to Sentinel Cave. Liz, Beej, Rich, Pat, and Bruce had
gone out to start another overland survey from
the Sentinel Cave pin to the lower end of Mitertyte Cave. The combined teams made quick
work of this task, connecting the two surveys
with about 265 feet of traverse . After returning
to the RC a clean sweep and mopping was made,
people packed their gear and slowly filtered out
by late afternoon . Rich, Pat, and Bruce stayed
on to deal with more administrative duties.
Tuesday and Wednesday, September 2-3:
Helton, Steiger, and Rogers tended to some
chores, then drove up to both the Visitor Center

and Admin Building to talk with several of the
staff about scheduling and other concerns. The
trio then tackled alphabetizing the "M-R" flat
files cave map drawer. With assistance from
NPS seasonal Ranger Sophia Kast in identifying
a nameless ca . 1965 cave map, they successfully
completed the task by about 6 PM. Discussions
continued far into both nights about future CRF
trips and projects .

Thursday and Friday, September 4-5:
After a fairly early start, communication
was made at last with the Shaw Library at the
Oregon Institute of Technology and the three
drove north to spend a very productive day perusing the files . A great deal of the Libraries
J.D . Howard files and other materials were copied courtesy of Kelly Peterson, Librarian, and
Ann Hiller Clark, Shaw Librarian (and former
geologist). Protection Rangers Laura Bellasalma and Michael Garner were entertained for
dinner that evening and the CRF crew again ret ired very late.
On Friday, after a modestly early rising, the
crew again journeyed up to the Shaw Library.
Pat, Rich, and Bruce completed scouring the
J.D. Howard files plus several more regional
journals, then returned for a very late lunch,
threading their way through an accident involving a large truck and about 3 tons of spilled
wheat.
Shortly thereafter the crew went out to
check the upper and lower Post Office Cave
gates. The upper gate was in good shape, save
someone having partly torn the "cave closed"
sign from its cable attachment. All visited Post
Office Bridge on the way, then Bruce and Rich
entered the lower Post Office Cave entrance.
Bruce found that the area at the edge of the gate
had been breached, so he filled the resulting vacuity with about a cubic meter of large, spiny
lava blocks . Rich arrived shortly and completed
tidying up the site. A large pile of flat slabs
stacked to gain access to the upper passages
above the Lower Gate was dismantled as well.
The two retraced their steps, rejoined Pat, and
returned to the trailhead well after sunset.
Saturday and Sunday, September 6-7:
Helton, Steiger, and Rogers spent a very
busy day xeroxing records and then reconfiguring the front RC closet with two more wire form
shelves to enhance a more economical use of
dwindling space reserves and loaded them with
CRF necessities . On Sunday, all three packed,
cleaned the RC, and left by mid-morning via a
series of "Over The Volcano" roads. The balance of the trip home to the San Francisco Bay
Area was uneventful save driving through the
margin of yet another wildfire near Mountain
Gate.
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CRF in Mineral King, Sequoia National Park, Labor Day Weekend 2008
By: Joel Despain and Will Heltsley
Joel Despain was last to roll into the parking
lot at the bottom of beautiful Mineral King valley a bit after 8 on Saturday morning to find ten
cavers already packing and eating a hasty breakfast. Mark Scott, Will Heltsley , Paul Stovall and
Joel picked through the arsenal of gear to assemble what we really needed for the weekend:
two ropes , Mark's hammer drill with its extended battery life and bits, two survey kits, a
few pulleys, feathers and wedges, and Mark's
rock shaving kit.
With heavy packs of group and vertical gear
we headed up steep slopes toward the alpine
valleys thousands of feet above us . We split off
from the Sawtooth Pass trail after a half mile
and slogged up switchbacks through fragrant
forests of red fir and juniper . Past the trees we
followed the trail upward across an open slope
with great views to Timber Gap, our weekend
home .
It was noon by now and after a quick lunch
and tent set up, we divided into two teams.
Mark, Bill Frantz, Matt Covington (who was
just along for the fun since he had recently broken his arm in Lechugui1la) and Joel headed to
Empire Cave and Mine to remove a rock that
had blocked the entrance passage for some two
years . We hiked from the Gap on an old mine
road with more great views of the mountains
around us and numerous bright red alpine
fuschia flowers in bloom. Two years earlier a
caver had dislodged a rock in a narrow climb at
the bottom of the cave's entrance pit, temporarily blocking access or egress from the cave. One
caver was in the cave at the time, but she was
quickly and easily extracted . This year , we were
back to remove the rock using the hammer drill
and rock shaving kit.
Following the 50 foot descent of the entrance pit , we immediately found the offending
boulder. Mark grabbed the bit for the micro
shaver and began to drill. But on our first hole,
the carbide tip of the bit disassembled, leaving
a now loose carbide tip glowing red hot on the
rock. Mark quickly shifted gears and started
drilling bigger holes and using the feathers and
wedges . A rock just above our main objective
was split first and then a couple of large pieces
of our primary quest were also split off. Finally
Joel climbed into the hole and he and Bill managed to wrestle what Mark left into an alcove .
The cave was open! We did a bit more gardening of the loose slope and proceeded inside
to see if anything in the cave had changed in

two years . Not surprisingly everything looked
fine. The rodents had made off with the park
flagging in several locations, but this was not a
hard problem to fix and not unexpected .
In the meantime Will, Elaine Garvey, Shawn
Mossing, Chuck Lee , Amelia Smith (from the
park staff) and Paul headed northwest to the
newly discovered caves and karst found north of
Jordon Cave in the Cliff Creek drainage. Ben
Tobin and Mary Hicks from the park staff had
started mapping what appeared to be the larger
cave in this area two weeks earlier. The cave
(donned "Marmota Follis") was found to contain
a complex pit, several levels and a stream.
Will had a list of GPS coordinates for the
newly discovered caves from the park, but the
list contained no mention of which was which.
Once the group made it to the karst area (all the
new caves are within about 200 ft. of each
other), they poked around at the many openings
until they settled on what they decided was
Marmota. After suiting up, the group ventured
inside to rig one of the two virgin pits that had
been left by Ben and Mary, and were encouraged by the distinct sound of flowing water and
fairly strong blowing air. Will made a quick recon . trip to the bottom while using Paul as a
body anchor, and confirmed that there were at
least several going and promising leads . The pit
was easily rigged around a large bedrock island
(which can also be used to rig the other, as yet
undropped, pit) and several of the group descended to start surveying.
The complex pit geometry and the slightly
rusty survey team slowed progress, but after
three vertical and two horizontal shots, they finally reached the bottom of the pit, or so they
thought. The first reading for the last vertical
shot was 2 .42 meters, but once Will arrived at
the location to sketch, he realized that the number was far too small, so it was resurveyed to
3 .04 meters, which was still not quite right.
With a cold team and darkness descending on
the landscape outside, he decided to attack the
last shot the next day with fresh people. The
cavers exited the cave in two groups and headed
back to Timber Gap along the I mile bushwhack
that is relatively bushless but covered in places
with scree and talus, in addition to the wooded
hillsides and open meadows . The last group arrived tired in camp at about 8:30 .
That night we all re-assembled at the Gap
for a nice backcountry fire and a well deserved
sleep. It was a warm night at nearly 10,000 feet.
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The next day we divided up again. Paul and
Amelia were hiking out and wanted to see Empire Cave and Chuck was not inclined to go
back to Marmota. So, the three of them joined
Joel on a return to this cave to re-do the flagging in the cave, garden the entrance slope a bit
more, and make measurements and a drawing for
gating the cave.
It was nice to tour the cave with its many
relics of the mining days, historic signatures,
thousands of amazing quartz crystals, as well as
aragonite, gypsum and very odd clay deposits.
Within a few hours the group had seen the cave
and Joel had added new flagging, removed the
old flagging and had my gate plans in hand. We
exited the cave and Amelia and Paul headed
down the mountain. Chuck and Joel returned to
camp where Joel too decided to leave for home.
The rest of the team headed back to Marmota
that morning to finish the survey of the pit and
start on the walking passage. Shawn (who did
not bring verti-gear), Bill (who did not find the
entrance squeeze to be appealing), and Matt
(hobbled by his arm) decided to take Will's GPS
receiver and check out some of the other nearby
targets . They poked in several small caves and
ended up surveying approximately 7 meters in
Sand Slide Cave.
Elaine, Mark, and Will headed into Marmota
to survey and quickly had the qrop re-rigged .
After one more false start at surveying the last
drop shot in the pit (4.04 meters, no wait. .. 5.29
meters!), Telescoping Pit, as it has now been
christened, was finished. A few splay shots
were made into the several small passages at the
pit bottom and then several others to connect to
a lead and on to the main walking passage in the

cave. The group continued surveying for a half
dozen stations, taking a break at one point to
sight-see the rest of the passage to warm back
up, and finished out the weekend with a total of
about 65 meters of survey. The group filled up
their canteens at the nearby creek and headed
back to the camp, arriving just at dark.
The next morning, Shawn made a water run
to put out the fire while the others packed up
and returned the campsite to its natural state.
The group split up again, with Mark taking Will
and Elaine on a sightseeing trip to Empire,
which neither had seen before. They toured the
mine/cave and headed back to camp to check the
fire one last time and pick up their packs for the
hike to the parking area. Meanwhile, Bill,
Chuck, Matt, and Shawn hiked down to the
parking area and dropped off their gear, then
took daypacks up the other side of the Mineral
King valley to Eagle Sink to see how the digging from last year had wintered. Unfortunately,
as was the case last year, the dig had refilled
with some 2-3 meters of debris from spring runoff. They hiked back to the parking lot and
cleaned up, awaiting the arrival of the Empire
group, who showed up about an hour later.
Everyone drove down to Three Rivers where
they met up with Joel, Katie, and Forest for an
even worse than normal lunch at Serrano's
where the food took extra long as there was a
20+ takeout order in front of us, and Will found
a piece of glass in his enchilada. Added to the
flat Elaine's vehicle experienced in the parking
lot, the trip home was certainly more exciting
than usual and capped off a great weekend in
Mineral King with more caves to map and pits
to drop!

Fitton Cave Expedition, Buffalo National River, Arkansas, July 30-August 3,2008
By: Scott House
A couple of years ago, the Steel Creek volunteer housing was shut down causing a slowdown in any and all Buffalo NR trips. This
spring we got good news that the new superintendent, Kevin Cheri, and Resource Management
Chief Mark Depoy wished to reopen the facility .
Severe spring floods cancelled a couple of trips
and it was summer before we arrived to do work
on the structure, fuss with the data, and get at
least one good trip into the cave.
Patti and I arrived on Wednesday afternoon
after a stop in Berryville for supplies at a large
Arkansas-based retailer. We met Chuck Bitting
at Steel Creek and commenced cleaning on the
facility, which is an older model double-wide
manufactured home. It had been used some, but

mostly closed up, so we attacked mildew and
other issues. After taking inventory Chuck departed to return the next day with new kitchen
supplies and more cleaning materials. We
pitched into it pretty hard for those days, scrubbing, cleaning and putting together new bunk
beds. After some work the place looked pretty
good again.
On Friday Chuck and I worked on BNR cave
data, trying to resolve questions and errors.
This will continue for some time. Eventually
more folks showed up and the rest of the beds
were set up. For the large crowd we had coming
we also had use of the old rangers' rock house
and the apartment above the horse barns . This
worked well as everyone was able to get in a
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our way out toward the cave . I thought it
unlikely to get to go, but others convinced me
of the folly of camp-sitting and so we formed up
four survey parties. Our objective was to begin
resurveying from the Bat Cave entrance . The
map needed higher quality sketches and the old
stations and books were not available.
The temperature was extremely hot with humidity nearly matching it so we dripped our way
through the woods, remembering why we usually go in the winter. The cool air wafting out
of the Bat entrance cooled us down though and
after some recalibrating, the teams headed in.
My team surveyed from the entrance back some
hundreds of feet. Having never been in this entrance, I was surprised at the complexity of the
cave . We had prepared, though, by bringing
clipboards for all parties and that proved to be
wise.
Our survey tied to the next crew's , led by
Mick Sutton . Theirs in turn tied to a crew led by
Jeff Bartlett which survey tied in a couple
places to Andy Free's crew . The Bartlett and
Free surveys ran a loop around and down the 47
(or 41) foot waterfall. One stretch remains to be

sketched but the surveys were tied together for
the loop. The surveys were all high quality with
sketches and profiles and the data closed well.
My crew left first, so we could cook supper
for everyone else. We all sweated our way back
to the vehicles through air that was better suited
to tropical fish than humans (the heat indices
were around 106). The supper of chicken fajita
stew was well received; bedtime came relatively
early and lasted pretty long.
This was a good restart to the project, with
seventeen people from four states. Only a few
things went wrong, which included initially forgetting the pass/lock combo, beating a recalcitrant lock until it worked (that let the survey
parties know what to expect if they didn't work)
and fixing a flat tire . We are looking forward
to more fun , productive trips like this.

Survey parties : Entrance : Scott House , Patti
House, Spike Crews, Kayla New. Second section : Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Joe Williams,
Leah Bartlett. Top of the waterfall: Jeff Bartlett, Amy Crews, Diana Tomchick, Will Harris .
Bottom of the waterfall: Andy Free, Joe Niccalusi, Kris Butler , Aly Signorelli, Bryan Signorelli .
Sketch map above was drawn by Andy Free.
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Ozark Trips, April-October 2007
By: Mick Sutton
This a'r ticle includes information and some text
from Andy Free, James Corsentino, Tandi Edelman , Spike Crews , Bob Taylor , Scott House ,
Ben Miller, Randy Long, Jim Kaufmann, Dave
Ashley, Paul Hauck , Jon Beard and others .

April 2-6: CRF has administered funding for a
set of cave gates on the Mark Twain National
Forest (MTNF) . A Missouri Cave and K a rst
Conservancy crew led by Jim Kaufmann replaced the old gate on Bat Ca v e , a gray bat maternity cave along the North Fork in Ozark
County (MTNF Willow Springs District) . Welding services were by Ken Michael and a variety
of MTNF and CRF folks provided grunt labor ,
including Nettie Sittingup, Ty Swirin, Klaus
Liedenfrost and others from MTNF , and George
Bilbrey and Mick Sutton from CRF . The gate is
a v ast improvement o v er the old rebar and razor
wire contraption.
April 7: Still on the North Fork, Mick Sutton
and Sue Hagan did a very cold float from Twin
Bridges down to North Fork Bear Cave to continue work on the complicated upper level maze.
Survey footage comes slowly in this small,
twisty terrain, and we achieved only 100 ft .,
with another trip's worth left to complete the
project.
April 11: Following a meeting of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways Cave Management
t eam , mo s t of the participants - Scott House,
Mick Sutton, Tim Breen (ONSR) , Bill O ' Donnell ( ONSR) , Mark Miller (ONSR) and D a n
Drees (Mi ssour i Department of Natural Resources) took a trip into Round Spring Cave to
do a general inventory (mainly counting bats)
and to try to secure an additional specimen of
the r a re troglobitic beetle we had discovered

Bluffs at Steel Creek, Buffalo National River. Photo by
Scott House.

there last year. The beetle search drew a blank,
unfortunately, so there is still only one male in
capti v ity - a bit skimpy for achieving a formal
description and name for this interesting new
species .

April 21: There was another Crevice Ca v e combined mapping and biosurvey trip. Crevice
Cave , on private property, is Missouri's longest
at > 28 miles . It has never had a comprehensive
biological survey . Paul Hauck, Richard Young
and Frank Willhelm continued a resurvey of the
Pipistrelle entrance passage. Mick Sutton and
Sue Hagan counted vertebrates along the stretch
inventoried last time , then continued along Merlins stream, one of the main stream passages,
getting as far as the Independence junction, and
making a side-trip to inventory Broadway . Observations included : larger numbers of pipistrelles in the entrance passage, continued scarcity of bats in the stream passage, and a rather
high density in the upper level Broadway ; very
high densities of the troglophilic isopod Ca e cidotea brevicauda, with an absence 'of the stygobite C. antricola in the stretch of MerJins surveyed; and oddly patterned Eurycea salamanders, perhaps lucifugal longicauda hybrids .
April 20-22: (report by Ben Miller). A large
crew began a resurvey of Turnbull Cave (Ozark
County) . The entrance of this lengthy cave is in
private ownership , but most of the cave lies beneath MTNF property . Ben Miller , Bob Lerch ,
and Rita Worden showed up the first night and
set up camp. The next morning Michael Carter
and Max White showed up at the crack of dawn,
and went to finish up the survey of a small cave
next to the Turnbull entrance. Eventually the
rest of us started surveying with Max and Ben
starting at the entrance and Bob, Rita and Michael starting several hundred feet further ins ide . Shawn Williams arrived in the afternoon
and joined Ben and Max's team to survey past
the nice waterfall in the cave as well as several
side passages . Bob's team meanwhile had
mapped through the first watercrawl and was
into a nice sculpted canyon passage which leads
one up to an upper level. Around 7-8 that night
both teams decided to call it a day with about
1,000 feet of survey.
On Sunday Bob, Ben , and Shawn headed into
cave and picked up the survey from just before
the upper level. They mopped up some lower
level detail , noting some nice bear claw marks,
a nd then headed to the dry upper level. This
area consists of 4-5 foot tall passage with occa-
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sional holes leading down to stream level 10
feet below. After several hundred feet they decided to head out, with a total of 1,600 feet of
survey for the weekend. We expect to have at
least 3,000-4,000 of cave passage before finishing . It is a great cave and a beautiful location .
April 28: (information from Andy Free). There
was a weekend trip to continue the Fitton Cave
survey at Buffalo National River. The crew was
split between the Chestnut Cabin and a private
campground at the Cecil Creek trailhead , which
presented some logistical difficulties.
All of the objectives were in the Crystal
Passage area with one team for wall definition
sketch and survey, one for profile of the main
passage and two teams going to Gypsum Flats to
finish that area . Brandon Waggoner, Will Harris
and Natasha Lehr started a sketch at the base of
the Gypsum Flats breakdown block . The goal
was to try and survey through tight breakdown
to a point which would see into a crawlway passage that loops back under Gypsum Flats , but
after one shot it was clear that there was no
route through the breakdown.
Meanwhile , Andy Free, Lyle Hutchens,
Ron Kuenzel and Kally Gehly continued the
sketch of Gypsum Flats, but were diverted by
discovery of a virgin crawl, heavily encrusted
with gypsum . While the crew mapped into the
new passage, Brandon's party were reassigned
to finish the area Andy et al. had started. The
new crawlway is very delicate, and the survey
was slow-going. Beyond, the route drops down a
drafting hole and becomes even more fragile one cannot walk or crawl on the floor, which is
covered with very large gypsum needles, one of
which was 12" long and I" thick at the base.
Two crews worked near the Schemerhorn Cutoff: B i ll Steele , Diana Tomchik and Edwin Lehr
surveyed cutaround loops while Andrea Croskrey , Pete Lindsley and Pete Chomak ran a profile along the main passage .
The following day a crew consisting of Andy
Free, Bill Steele , Pete Lindsley , Diana Tomchick and Brandon Waggoner dropped Devil's
Den Pit . Bill noted some very promising, large
lead s in the sides of some of the domes , though
they may have to be technically climbed to
reach them . Pete Lindsley and others did maintenance chores on the Chestnut Cabin .

May 5: Continuing the Crevice Cave project ,
Mick Sutton , Sue Hagan and Jack Grass entered
at the Historic Entrance, with the main objective to set pitfall traps for terrestrial invertebrates . Water levels were higher than normal
following a few days of heavy rain , but not high
enough to pre se nt travel difficulties . The general inventory continued with a trip to the end
of Mile Passage , focusing on stream biology .

Once again, stream community makeup varied
quite a lot. Near the junction with the main water input we found three rocks with clusters of
very small flatworms - presumably hatchlings .
We had a quick look at the main inlet above the
waterfall which immediately branches into two
long passages, but didn't have time for a thorough look at them.
May 15: Dave Ashley (Western Missouri State
University) led a bioinventory crew of his students to Hercules Lookout Cave (MTNF, Taney
County) where they did a detailed faunal census. Their finds included surprisingly high
population densities of cave salamanders and
webworms . They concluded, as have others, that
the cave is miserably small and tight. Dave and
CRF workers have been sharing biological data
on this and several other caves
May 19-20: We had a weekend campout at Onyx
Cave, Pulaski County. On the Saturday, two survey crews and a biology crew worked on
Pittman Cave, a fairly long river-level cave
along the Gasconade River (MTNF, Laclede
County). The right branch survey team - Dan
Lamping, Kim Chiles, Tony Schmitt and Mike
Freeman - extended the survey through a difficult watercrawl and into friendlier territory. The
main passage survey team split into two crews James Corsentino and Michael Carter went to
the upstream sump and surveyed out, while Bob
Lerch and Amber Spohn mapped into the
cave . After a couple hundred feet of survey
each they tied together, completing the main
passage survey . However , there is a strong possibility of additional passage still out
there. The main passage in this area trends generally south but a significant side passage enters
from the east. It has a large clay fill but can be
crawled into for at least 30 ft . A small stream
flows through this passage and at the end Amber
and Bob reported hearing running water and being able to see at least another 20 feet. Bob
speculated additional passage could be dug into
without difficulty in less than an hour with a
small trowel. Several years ago cave divers
were unsuccessful in determining the extent of
passage beyond the sump room when a beaver
became entangled in the dive line reducing visibility to zero . Another diving attempt would be
difficult because of having to transport gear
through several sections of thigh-deep mud . The
main passage has seen tremendous amounts of
traffic since the cave was discovered and explorers have churned many areas into deep
quagmires .
Meanwhile, Mick Sutton and Joe Williams , later
helped by Michael Carter, continued the biological survey . The main objective was to col-
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lect stygobitic flatworms, which we had observed in small numbers on a previous trip but
were not then equipped to collect. Flatworms
were collected from the main stream for both
DNA analysis and microscopic tissue observation. These flatworms are small - the largest extended length we observed was about 8 mm and lack pigment or eyes. Stygobitic flatworms
are rare in Missouri caves . The party then went
into the right branch , passing the survey crew at
the low watercrawl. Beyond, the passage intersects a large trunk fragment , then continues at
walking height to end in a breakdown dome .
Population density of isopods in the stream was
much lower than in the main stream - this one
was not highly enriched with flood debris . Terrestrial invertebrates were numerous and diverse, the ecosystem being based primarily on
lots of old well-rotted raccoon droppings .
At the same camp-out, a large restoration
crew led by Jon Beard and including Tandi
Edelman, Richard Raber, Rod Raber , Jim Cooley
and Gary Johnson went up the trunk passage of
Onyx Cave. In addition to removing graffiti
(except anything older than 50 years) and some
trash, they also did a macrofauna survey along
the main trunk . The most unusual find was a
ringed salamander well back in the main trunk these have pre v iously been seen only at the base
of the shaft entrance . Gray bats have not yet
started to re-establish themselves in this former
gray bat cave .
Report by Bob Taylor : Bob Taylor and Roy
Gould went in search of Western Turkey Cave, a
recently reported find in Phelps County
(MTNF). With the aid of Roy's GPS we eventually located the 1 - Y2 foot high and 5-foot wide
squeeze-down entrance. The section of the cave
that we saw was dry and small. We did not attempt to start a survey as we knew that they
could not finish on this date (especially as we
found it rather late in the day) and because it
seemed that a group of smaller cavers might be
required to finish it.
Report by Spike Crews and Scott House :
Jeff Crews , Amy Crews and Scott House mapped
Bowlman and Little Bowlman Caves (MTNF,
Texas County . Bowlman had about 250 feet, and
the passage continues crawling . A future trip is
planned with small people to finish up the cave .
Little Bowlman is small, with only about 20 ft.
of low , wide passage . The crew also did a biological survey of both caves.
May 26: This was the final trip for the initial
phase of the Crevice Cave survey. Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan , Paul Hauck and Richard Young entered via the Historic Entrance. The main objective was to remove the pitfall traps and their
contents, set on the previous trip. The deep cave

traps were dominated by the troglophilic millipede A ustaty ia specus, which were present in
vast numbers. Clearly, this is the principle detritivore of Crevice Cave . There was also a wide
diversity of springtails , mites and flies . Paul
and Richard then showed Mick and Sue the
route to and beyond the Gate - a tight spot in
the upper levels on the route to the central regions of the cave. We did not linger there, as
the weather was mildly threatening .
May 29: There was a trip to remove some leftover junk from the Bat Cave gating . George Bilbrey , Mick Sutton , Nettie Sittingup (MTNF) and
Ty Swirin (MTNF) hauled a john-boat down to
the North Fork and removed the last remains of
the old gate . It took 4 or 5 boat trips to get all
of the scrap over the river for hauling off.
June 16: Mick , Sue and George returned to
North Fork Bear Cave and completed this surprisingly long-running survey . First we ran a
surface survey from Natural Bridge Tunnel to
NF Bear Cave and on around the bluff to NF
Bear Cave Annex , which directly overlies the
main cave. The Annex was a simple linear crawl
40 ft. long ending in a flowstone choke. We
then entered the main cave and surveyed an in termediate level ascending passage to tie up the
last loop in the upper maze . Finally we went to
the uppermost level and mapped the remaining
lead, a continuation towards the entrance. This
turned out to be about 100 ft. long and involved
two squeezes past flowstone constrictions before the passage choked out in flowstone at two
levels . Later plotting showed that the topmost
level is at the same elevation as the Annex cave
and roughly aligns with it. We also took a few
biology notes , including three more fireflies
drowning on rimstone pool surfaces - most peculiar . It will be a tricky cartographic project to
represent this complex cave on paper.
June 30: Bob Taylor, Roy Gold, Jon Beard and
two others returned to Zoo Cave (MTNF , Taney
County) to begin a badly needed resurvey . The
existing survey is both lacking in detail and incomplete, omitting most of a small maze . They
completed about 200 ft. of survey, made biological observations, and assessed the possibility of relatively recent unauthorized digs in this
major paleontological site .
July 14: CRF (thanks to Scott House) negotiated funding for a new project to be conducted
by Springfield Plateau Grotto at Ozark National
Scenic Riverways . Jon Beard is leading this new
restoration project , which calls for cleaning and
repairing a set of caves on Ozark National Scenic Riverways . The restoration crew started
with a trip to Bluff Cave, where Jon et al. plan
to repair massive speleothem damage .
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July 21: A gating crew led by Jim Kaufmann
and including Kev in Hedgepeth (Missouri Department of Conservation) , Nettie Sitting-up
(Mark Twain National Forest) , Klaus
Liedenfrost (MTNF) and several others whose
names I do not have, gated Knife Cave in Pulaski County. The purpose of the gate is to protect a small Indiana bat colony wh ich was discovered in 2005 in this MTNF cave by a CRF
mapping crew.
July 23-27: Several CRF members gave presentat ions on Missouri cav i ng projects at the NSS
convention in Marengo, Indiana.
August 18: Jon Beard , Gabe Rodgers and Kasi
Johnson made a start on mapping Math Branch
Cave (MTNF , Christian County) . They mapped
the first 300 ft . of this estimated 1, 000 ft . long
cave and also did a biological sur v ey . Legend
ha s it th a t the cave may continue considerably
further for sk inny cavers .
Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan did a bioinventory trip to Crevice Cave, where we entered at
the Historic entrance and surveyed the Waterfall
Pas s age , a major infeeder to the First Mile
stream. One of the two branches of Waterfall
featured a remarkably dense concentration of
the s tygobitic isopod Caecidotea antrico/a, one
of two isopods common in this cave.

September 15: Jon Beard led another restoration crew to Onyx Cave (MTNF , Pulaski
County) , the former commercial cave. Jon's
crew consisted of Max White , Tandi Edelman,
Gary Johnson , Lorin O'Daniell, Steve Potter ,
and 2 or 3 others whose names I do not have .
The main objecti ve was to carry large flat rocks
from the base of the artificial entrance shaft to
a s eries of swampy stream crossings where traff ic ha s gradually spread the impact of visitors.
There are now stepping stones, some slightly
submerged , at all of the problem crossings. The
crew also removed more graffiti from the main
p a s sa ge and did a quick assessment of visitor
imp a ct in the smaller right branch of the cave .
September 15: Sue and Mick conducted another
in a n annual series of education courses in basic
c av ing and cave biology for YMCA's
" Becoming an Outdoors Woman " program . The
cours e takes place at YMCA's Trout Lodge facility in Washington County. This year , 14 participants took part in the field trip to Susan
Ca ve , where they were taught some rudiments of
cave biology and conservation , and encouraged
to get extremely muddy.
September 16: Sue and Mick recruited YMCA
staff members Rachel Burkholder and Emma
Shields for a mapping trip to Estes Cave
( MTNF , W ashington County) , a cave close to

Trout Lodge and used for some YMCA courses .
There is an existing map, quite detailed for its
era (1968), but omitting a low upstream continuation of the main passage. Our notion was to
simply add this 200 ft. long passage to the existing map . The novice crew did very well in
this small, rather nasty passage. On the bright
side, conditions were dry and what is usually a
stream crawl was instead over dry cobbles .

September 23: Sue and Mick returned to Estes
Cave with two more YMCA staff recruits, Ruth
Jarrett and Rae Robertson . We did a few shots
starting at the entrance in order to orient the old
map properly, then continued the survey as a
c1ino-only running profile all along the trunk to
tie in with last week's upstream survey. We
then went down a damp , sloppy side passage to
survey its far end , which is also om itted from
the old map. Assessing the entrance survey
along with last week's upstream survey, we discovered that the old map is oriented 90 degrees
differently at the entrance than at the far end of
the cave! The strategy of enhancing the existing
map was abandoned.
September 29: Four survey crews worked in
Fitton Cave (Buffalo National River, AR) . Logistics were again complicated by having cavers
sta y ing in two locations - the Chestnut Cabin
and Broadwater Camp . Eventually, crews were
sorted out. Two parties , 1) James Brown, Pete
Chomak and Pete Lindsley and 2) Diana Tomchik, Bill Steele , Will Harris, went to Lost Passage to clean up existing sketches and to make
profiles . Two other crews, 1) Andy Free , Lyle
Hutchins, Meghan Gallo , Brandon Waggoner
and 2) Jeff Crews, Amy Crews, Joe Williams,
worked on some slow and delicate new survey
and a profile in and around Gypsum Flats. The
Gypsum Flats cavers completed a round trip between Crystal Passage and the Roundhouse in
order for Andy to learn the route . On the way,
they stopped off to check a pit lead in Helictite
Passage. The lead will be added to the job list
for later in the project , when current cartography catches up to that area.
October 6: Having given up on the old Estes
Cave map, Mick and Sue completed the project
by taking the previous c1ino survey, plugging in
compass bearings, and drawing a detailed plan
view . Also included were a resurvey of the first
major side passage, and of the second sloppy
side passage. The total surveyed length for Estes Cave was 650 ft.
October 9-12: There was a good turn-out of
CRF members for the National Cave and Karst
Management Symposium in St. Louis . Numerous
poster presentations of CRF-Ozarks projects
were displayed.
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Mammoth Cave: Fourth of July Expedition, June 28-July 6, 2008
By: Dave West
John DeLong, Pat Kambesis, and Dave West, Expedition Leaders
This year the Independence Day week-long
expedition was again led by a tag team of expedition leaders: John DeLong, Pat Kambesis, and
Dave West. Departing from our usual procedures, we had one team establish a temporary
camp in Unknown Ca ve, where they stayed for
three days of surveying. Trips to the area in
question have been generally very long, in excess of eighteen hours, with each essentially
requiring the participants to take a rest day
prior to another trip . It was felt that a camp trip
would increase productivity while simultaneously decreasing impact. A week-long expedition seemed a perfect time to try low impact
camping techniques to see if they could be as
successful here as they have been at other projects .
On the first Saturday of the expedition, our
campers entered the Austin entrance, and after
establishing their camp near Argo Junction, replaced an old U survey that joined Mather Avenue to Turner Avenue in 18 stations, 382 feet.
That same day a team went to Sylvan and
Briggs Avenues in Historic Mammoth. A lead in
a dome in Sylvan turned out not to be a lead at
all , and other leads along Sylvan required more
handlines than they had available. Many leads
along Briggs were sketched or eliminated as
leads . One cut-around was surveyed for about
235 feet of new survey . A few leads remain.
Three teams went to Colossal Cave. One replaced some old survey in downstream Colossal
River, another began the resurvey of Wretched
River, and a third continued work in Serpentine
Canyon . About 1700 feet of mostly resurvey.
A team went to Salts Cave , finishing the
resketch of Olga's Dome and an OJ survey and
adding 147 feet of new survey in an upper level
cut-around off a U survey . A team also went to
Salts on Sunday, resketching from Indian Avenue to Cama de Juan, also adding about 220 feet
of cut-arounds and side leads .
Two teams went to Roppel Cave on Sunday,
mopping up leads in Goblin Trail and Kangaroo
Trail.
One party went to Wilson Cave, and after
rigging a pit only to discover the handline
thought to be stored with the ladder was not
present, found another way down and surveyed
through successive domes for 180 feet before
reaching a domepit for which the ladder and
missing handline would be required .
Sunday also saw the construction of a cave
gate for the Cox Entrance of Mammoth Cave,

with a bit of history thrown in for good measure.
Meanwhile, the campers worked in Bretz's
River, putting in 57 stations for 730 feet. On
Monday, they resurveyed another 605 feet of
Grund Trail in 32 stations .
Another team went to Roppel on Monday,
working on leads ' in the recently connected Hoo ver Cave.
In Historic Mammoth, one group constructed
a gate in Watson's Trace , another picked up side
leads in the Labyrinth , while a third surveyed
some pits off Calypso Avenue . Both survey parties also assisted with the gating effort.
A party continued work on the profile of
Great Onyx Cave Monday, returning on Tuesday
as well. On Tuesday morning, the campers broke
camp and returned to Hamilton Valley. A party
went to Salts Cave to continue the resketching
efforts there.
The fourth Tuesday party conducted a detailed survey of Natural Tunnel. None of the
party had been to the cave previously, but located it easily enough with a GPS . The cave was
surveyed using a Shetland Attack Pony (SAP)
and a Disto as the primary instruments, with the
survey books and pencils being the only nondigital gear relied upon.
On Wednesday, a party went to Salts Cave to
work in Lower Salts Canyon , netting 151 feet of
new survey and 363 feet of resurvey.
Two teams went to Colossal Cave. One netted 675 feet of resurvey in Serpentine Canyon
while the other climbed into Twin Domes , netting a small amount of survey and getting a rope
rigged for a future team.
Small caves on Wednesday included a ridgewalk in Houchins Valley that produced a couple
leads and a trip to Fort's Funnel to gather data
for a water quality grant , but could not locate
the cave as a previously flagged route was no
longer flagged. A party went to Great Onyx
Cave and established a small calibration course
for the SAP .
On Thursday , two parties went to Great
Onyx Cave. One completed the profile in Cox
Avenue while the other did a couple of crosssections and surveyed down a pit that became
too small and wet for the way they were
dressed .
Two parties returned to the Bishop's Pit area
in Mammoth Cave. One surveyed in a crawl
above the pit while the other rigged ropes to
facilitate a future climbing attempt. A third
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party entered Mammoth to replace a missing
River Styx survey . One member of this party led
a trip in later that evening to recover his forgotten wet suit, somehow left in Vanderbilt Hall.
Support was also provided to some dye tracing
studies in Mammoth, with traps being placed in
the rivers Mystic, Roaring, Hansen's Lost, Echo,
and Styx.
Friday, Independence Day, heralded the arrival of a greater number of participants , and nine
parties were fielded . Three went to Colossal
Ca ve, two to Great Onyx, two to Mammoth, one
to Unknown and one to Roppel.
In Colossal Cave, one party returned to the
Twin Domes climb to continue the survey a disappointing 25 feet and down Armstrong Pit,
where the drain did not go , and two went to the
Sandstone Tumbledown, netting 525 feet of res urvey and 95 feet of new survey .
The first party in Great Onyx surveyed the
SAP calibration course with a Total Station
unit , and a second returned to calibrate the SAP
in camp with the new data.
The Total Station unit was also deployed to
the Snowball Dining Room in Mammoth, in order to close a loop there that defied magnetic
instruments . Another party went to Carlos Way
in Mammoth to consider different approaches to
crossing the pit traverse . They concluded that a
new traverse line rigged at a lower elevation
would be the simplest solution.
The party that went to Unknown Cave netted
303 feet of resurvey in the Ropes and Pits area,
while the party in Roppel first worked on a dig
in the J s urvey and then proceeded to Ursa Avenue , where they netted 78 feet of new survey in
s ide leads before heading to yet another dig at
the Covert Clinging Claustrophobic Canyon.
Rain delayed the fireworks, but the Snowball Dining Room crew still arrived back at
Hamilton Valley too late to view them.
The second Saturday of the expedition was
the last day of survey. Again three parties went
to Colossal Cave . Two continued work in the
Sandstone Tumbledown while the third recovered the ropes from Twin Domes , netting another 388 feet of resurvey.
A party in Mammoth Cave attempted to rig a
pit that lies beyond Bottomless Pit , but was stymied by a lack of gear for a needed rebelay .
A party finally reached the leads in Proctor
Cave at the Hawes Creek pits, complete with
ropes , succeeded in rigging them , and got 201
feet of new survey before running out of time
a nd having to return to Hamilton Valley.

This was a very well attended expedition,
and we got an enormous amount accomplished,
2,085 feet of new survey and 8,083 feet of resurvey. Special thanks to Pat Kambesis for not
only minding camp while John and Dave occasionally went caving, but for taking care of the
food for the week . Rick Hoechstetter once again
provided omelets one morning, and Bonnie
DeLong was a terrific help around camp all
week .
Argo Junction Camp - Spike Crews, Amy Crews, Mike
Freeman, And y Free; Sylvan and Briggs - Ed Klausner ,
Elizabeth Miller, Rick Olson, Dan Greger; Colossal
River - Tom Brucker , Elizabeth Winkler, D ick Maxey,
Ben Diehl ; Wretched River - Bob Osburn , Roger
Brucker , Sue Hagan; Serpentine Canyon - 1) Matt Mezy dlo , Joyce Hoffmaster , Jeff Bartlett, John DeLong ; 2)
John Delong, Elizabeth Winkler , Karen Willmes; Salts
Cave - I) Mick Sutton, Lynn Brucker , Janice Tucker ; 2)
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Jeff Bartlett ; 3) Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan, Ann Bosted , Peter Bo ste d ; 4) Mick Sutton,
Su e Hag a n, Bill Koerschner; Roppel Cave - 1) Ed Klau s ner, Elizabeth Miller, Matt Mezydlo ; 2) B i ll Koerschner,
Peter Bosted , Ann Bosted ; 3) Bill Koerschner, Peter
Bo ste d, Bruce Hatcher , Dick Market; 4) Bill Koerschner,
Peter Basted, Steve Ormeroid, Dick Market; Wilson Cave
- Dave West, Karen Willmes , Janice Tucker ; Cox Entrance - Rick Olson, Rick Toomey , Joyce Hoffmaster,
Dan Greger, Dick Maxey , Ben Diehl, Roger Brucker ,
Lynn Brucker , Tom Brucker , Bob Osburn , Jerry Fant;
Labyrinth - Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Matt Mezydlo , Jeff Bartlett ; Calypso Avenue Pits - I) Eli Winkler,
John DeLong, Dan Greger , Joyce Hoffmaster ; 2) Eli
Winkler, Judy Ormeroid, Ann Kensler; Great Onyx Cave
- I) Bob Gulden , Dusty Guld e n, Irma Gulden; 2) Bob
Gulden, Dusty Gulden; Bryan Garness; 3) Bob Gulden,
Dusty Gulden, Roger Brucker , Bonni e Del ong; 4) Michael
Freeman, Spike Crews, Ben Miller; Natural Tunnel - Jeff
Bartlett, Dave West, Lynn Brucker , Karen Willmes; Watson's Trace - Rick Olson, Rick Toomey, Dick Maxey,
Ben Diehl , Roger Brucker, Lynn Brucker; Twin Domes I) Peter Bost ed, Dick Markct, Bryan Garncss; 2) D ave
Riggs, Judy Ormeroid, Eli Winkler; 3) Charles Fox, Steve
Ormeroid, Dick Market ; Shetland Attack Pony Calibration - I) Lynn Brucker , Rog er Brucker ; 2) Lynn Brucker,
Dan Henry; 3) Lynn Brucker, Dave West; Houchins Valley Ridgewalk - Mike Freeman, Jeffrey Crews; Forts
Funnel - Pat Kambe sis, Leeanne Bledsoe, Stacey Ainse;
Bishop's Pit - I) Judy Ormeroid, Mike Crockett, Ann
Kensler, Cheryl Pratt ; 2) Steve Ormeroid, Peter Bosted,
Dick Market, Ann Bost ed; River Styx - Jeff Bartlett ,
Charles Fox, Lynn Brucker ; River Hall - Charles Fox ,
Bonnie D e Long , Dusty Gulden, Karen Wilmes ; Rope and
Pits - Spike Crews, Mike Freeman, Jeff Bartlett ; Carlos
Way - Charles Fox, Dave West, Karen Willmes; Colossal
Cave - John Delong , Chuck Schubert , Mary Schubert;
Sandstone Tumbledown - I) Mike Crockett, Cheryl
Pratt , Ralph Earlandson; 2) Mike Crockett, Cheryl Pratt ,
Bill Baus ; 3) Rick Hochstetter , Dave Stahl, Ralph Earlandson; Snowball Dining Room - Dan Henry , R ick
Toomey , Karen Willmes, Ann Bosted , Charles Fox; Rivers - Rick Toomey , Rick Olson , Stephanie Welch ; Proctor Cave - John Delong, D ave Riggs, Elliot Stahl, Dan
Henry .
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Mammoth Cave: August Expedition, August 1-3, 2008
By: Charles Fox, Expedition Leader
The August expedition has been very small
for the last few years. For whatever reason, it
was significantly larger than usual this year
with a total of 22 attendees. This was a bit of a
surprise considering the price of gasoline these
days. We fielded a total of 7 trips and did a total of 1453.9 feet of mostly resurvey.
On Friday, Lynn and Roger Brucker went to
Great Onyx Cave to continue the calibration and
evaluation of the Shetland Attack Pony (an electronic compass / clino designed specifically for
cave survey .
Also on Friday, Art Palmer, Peg Palmer, and
Rick Olson went in to Natural Tunnel Cave to
check its stratigraphy to ascertain its correlation
with nearby caves. Art's conclusion was that
"Natural Tunnel has no obvious source among
known caves in the area. It's quite possible that
the cave was once fed by large infeeders toward
the southeast in the vicinity of Hamilton Valley
or even Roppel Cave."
Saturday was the main expedition caving
day, and we fielded four survey teams.
Art Palmer led Peg Palmer and Matt Mezydlo into Crystal Cave to work on the resurvey of
the Lehrberger Link off B Trail. This was completed and Matt was familiarized with the route
into Crystal.
Since Colossal Cave is closed seasonally for
bat hibernation, we chose to concentrate on Colossal and sent three of the four parties there:
Tom Brucker led Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early
and Roger Brucker into Colossal to continue the
resurvey of the 0 series Hazen loop . This was
done and Tom reported that a significant reduction in the error factor in the data set resulted.
Tom also determined that the H survey in Grand
Avenue needs to be replaced as it's been found
to be unreliable.

Rick Olson led Bob Thurner and Nate
Brucker into Colossal to replace the K survey
from FSB 1586. This was accomplished and they
found a possibly virgin lead that looks promising.
Charles Fox led Lynn Brucker and Greg Holbrook into the Twin Domes area of Colossal.
They replaced a very old survey of an upper
level passage that comes back into Grand Avenue twice near Uncle Tom's Pool. This was an
all-electronic survey using Lynn's Pony.
Also on Saturday, John Feil, Bruce Hatcher,
Gary Berdeaux, and Norman Warnell continued
work in Stan's Well.
Special thanks to Rick Hoechstetter, our
camp manager, and his assistants Shirley Fox
and Debbie Holbrook. Feeding a large number
of people and feeding them that well is an art
form!
Thanks also to Stan Sides for filling in as
surface watch on Saturday so I could go sketch .
This allowed us to field one more survey team
than we would otherwise have been able to send
out.
Finally, the entire group at the expedition
deserves a big THANK YOU! As always, everyone pitched in to help as needed. This was doubly helpful since I was a last minute substitute
for the original Expedition Leader and did a lot
of "making it up on the fly" during this expedition .
Shetland Attack Pony calibration - L y nn Brucker,
Roger Brucker; Crystal Cave - Art Palmer , Peg Palmer,
Matt Mezydlo; Colossal Cave - I) Tom Brucker, Cheryl
Early, Dick Maxcy, Roger Brucker; 2) Rick Olson, Bob
Thurner, Nate Brucker; 3) Charles Fox , Greg Holbrook,
Lynn Brucker; Stan's Well - John Feil, Bruce Hatcher ,
Gary Berdeaux, Norman Warnell; Natural Tunnel - Art
Palmer, Peg Palmer, Rick Olson.
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12008-2009 EXPEDITION CALENDAR 1
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited . Failure to contact the
leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
Eastern Operations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
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